The Europa-Union Hamburg is a non-partisan and independent political organization that has been working for the unification of Europe for more than 70 years. We are active at local, regional, national and European level and have around 17,000 members nationwide.

The Europa-Union Hamburg sees itself as the center of the European political debate in Hamburg. We discuss controversial and constructive even in times of crisis. Whether environmental protection, the Euro or transport policy: the EU decides in many important areas. We inform about current topics around the EU.

SCHUMAN 2.0:
70 YEARS FROM THE SCHUMAN DECLARATION, WHAT FUTURE FOR EUROPE?

Programm

Organisator: Europa-Union Hamburg, JEF Hamburg, UEF, Schuman 2.0 Ambassadors
Date: 28 March 2020, 12.00 – 18.00 (followed by a reception)
Location: Hamburg
Arbeitstitel: Schuman 2.0 – 70 years from the Schuman Declaration, what future for Europe
Format: Interactive workshop
Guest: tbc

Programme:
14:00 Introduction to the event
14:15 70 years of Schuman Declaration – from its declaration to today
Schuman Ambassadors
14:45 Group Work – Your Declaration for the future
15:30 Break
15:45 Group Work – Your Declaration for the future
16:30 Walking Gallery & Finalisation of the Group Declaration
17:30 Conclusion and Closing Words
18.00 Panel discussion: 70 years since the Schuman Declaration
19:00 Get-together